VIGNETTES

Prologue
Spencer Clark and Lyrica Woodruff

In Your Arms
Lyrics by Lynn Ahrens
Donna McKechnie with The Company

The Lover’s Jacket
By Nilo Cruz
Glenda Sol Koeraus and Oscar Valero with Henry Byalikov and The Company

Love with the Top Down
By Alfred Uhry
Hayley Podschun and Brendon Stimson

Lowdown Messy Shame
By Carrie Fisher
Jess LeProtto and Samantha Sturm with Jenn Harris and The Company

A Wedding Dance
By Lynn Nottage
Marija Juliette Abney and Adesola Osakalumi with The Company

Artists and Models, 1929
By Douglas Carter Beane
Jonathan Sharp and Ryan Steele with The Company

Life Long Love
By Marsha Norman
Henry Byalikov and Karine Plantadit with Stephen Bienskie

White Snake
By David Henry Hwang
Alex Michael Stoll and Erica Wong with The Company

Intergalactic Planetary
By Rajiv Joseph
Claire Camp and Jeremy Davis

The Dance Contest
By Christopher Durang • Lyrics by Christopher Durang
Stephen Bienskie and Jenn Harris with Henry Byalikov, Hayley Podschun, and The Company

Sand Dancing
By Terrence McNally
George Chakiris and Donna McKechnie with The Company

In Your Arms (Reprise)
Lyrics by Lynn Ahrens
Donna McKechnie with The Company
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Marija Juliette Abney, Stephen Bienskie, Henry Byalikov,
Claire Camp, George Chakiris, Spencer Clark, Jeremy Davis, Jenn Harris,
Glenda Sol Koeraus, Jess LeProotto, Donna McKechnie, Adesola Osakalumi,
Karine Plantadit, Hayley Podschun, Jonathan Sharp, Ryan Steele,
Brendon Stimson, Alex Michael Stoll, Samantha Sturm,
Oscar Valero, Erica Wong, Lyrica Woodruff

UNDERSTUDIES

For Prologue – Ryan Steele, Samantha Sturm
For In Your Arms – Hayley Podschun
For The Lover’s Jacket – Marija Juliette Abney, Jeremy Davis, Jonathan Sharp
For Love with the Top Down – Jess LeProotto, Lyrica Woodruff
For Lowdown Messy Shame – Hayley Podschun, Ryan Steele, Lyrica Woodruff
For A Wedding Dance – Spencer Clark, Karine Plantadit
For Artists and Models, 1929 – Henry Byalikov, Brendon Stimson
For Life Long Love – Claire Camp, Jeremy Davis, Alex Michael Stoll
For White Snake – Adesola Osakalumi, Lyrica Woodruff
For Intergalactic Planetary – Stephen Bienskie, Erica Wong
For The Dance Contest – Spencer Clark, Jonathan Sharp, Samantha Sturm, Lyrica Woodruff
For In Your Arms (Reprise) – Hayley Podschun
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